Engineering and Applied Science Tribunal

Executive Meeting Minutes

March 24, 2014

The meeting was called to order by Mason Stout at 6:10pm, in 525 Old Chem. Carlo Perottino recorded the meeting minutes.

Officer Reports

President – Mason Stout:  
- None.

Vice President – Scott Blincoe:  
- None.

Associate VP – Nathan Ball:  
- None.

Secretary – Carlo Perottino:  
- None.

Senators – Andrew Griggs & Hannah Kenny:  
- None.

Treasurer – John Lewnard:  
- None.

Committee Reports

E-Week – Alison Hayfer & Maggy Zorc:  
- None.

FELD – Dane Sowers:  
- None.

Luau – Chris Katuscak:  
- None.

Special Events – Scott Blincoe:  
- None.
Recognition – Ken Okoye:
- None.

SOCC – Nathan Ball:
- None.

Collegiate affairs – Mark Gruenbacher:
- None.

Technology – Tim Schafermeyer:
- None.

Career Fair – Tim Schafermeyer, Andrew Griggs:
- None.

Public affairs – Maddie Adams:
- None.

Agenda

Retreat
- Mason won’t be available?
- Who wouldn’t be able to go April 12th? Sigma Sigma Carnival is that weekend too.
- Do we want to do something semi-informative?
- Andrew should have a meeting to spur interest and get more people involved.
- Do we want to do general team building or a career fair activity?
- John: The focus of this was to make this a brainstorming session. A lot a people turn off in the summer. Trying to get (and keep) the gears going now. Everyone should have an idea of what’s going on in career fair.
- Andrew: Best team building will be done during informal time.
- Will start at 1pm. Leave here at 11AM. Going to oxford. Dinner around 7pm or 8pm.
- We are now meeting at 9:30AM and leaving at 10AM. We will have the conference room all day.
- Taking own cars. Will be reimbursed for gas.
- Alison: We should be back by 2PM for the chair basketball.
- Need definite RSVP from the exec group.
- Not basing attendance off the doodle polls.
- Link will be sent out for final RSVP.
- There will be four activities if we do career fair?
- Schedule will be sent out to everyone by the end of this week.

Luau Shirts – Hannah Kenny
- Austin ordered the t-shirts last week, but Alison called them to stop the order. The order has been stopped.
- The branding on the front should be the same that we’ve used in past years.
- The back usually jokingly references the year before. This year is could be “Under the swamp”. Should we have a picture on the back or just text?
- Should we have a reference to last year’s pool conditions? Would that make the pool mad?
- John moves we the change the t-shirts color. The shirts may have already been ordered, and therefore the color cannot be changed.
- If you didn’t comment at this meeting but would like to, talk to Hannah afterwards.
- Motion to vote for “Under the swamp” or “Chilling at the beach”. Motion defeated.
- Email will be sent out for feedback.

Carnival
- Are we working with Ambassadors?
- Ambassadors discussed it and would possibly be open to the idea.
- The joint tribunal/ambassador carnival participation worked last year, and should be reconsidered this year.
- Breathalyzers and cotton candy?
- Can we have real cotton candy this time?
- Getting paper cones ahead of time instead of making paper cones at the event.

Meeting adjourned at 6:34pm.